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Orchid Fancy

Featuring fabrics from the Orchid Fancy collection by Cedar West for Clothworks

Materials
Yardages based on 42” wide fabric
Purple Version listed first. (Aqua & Black
versions listed in parantheses.)
1 panel: Fat ⅓ Yard - Orchid Fancy Y2945-121
(Y2945-1/Y2945-3)
A: ½ Yard - White Pretty Bouquet Y2946-1
(Y2946-1/Y2946-3)
B: ⅓ Yard - Lt Fuchsia Packed Floral Y2947-76
(Y2947-9/Y2947-77)
C: 1 Yard - Purple Dappled Basic Y2949-27
(Y2948-32/Y2948-44) or 1 ¾ Yards for 		
unpieced border
D: ⅝ Yard - Fuchsia Packed Floral Y2947-77 		
(Y2947-77/Y2948-109)
E: ⅓ Yard - Lt Mint Tonal Y2948-109 		
(Y2948-109/Dappled Basic Y2949-3)
F: ⅜ Yard - Lt Eggplant Tonal Y2948-44
(Y2947-76/Y2947-9)
G & Binding: ⅞ Yard - Orchid Pretty Bouquet
Y2946-121 (Y2946-32/Y2947-76)*
*Used Additionally in Backing: 3 ½ Yards Orchid Pretty Bouquet Y2946-121 (Y2946-32/
Y2947-76)

Not For Resale

Prior to starting this project, please check our web site for any updates to this pattern: www.clothworks.com

Directions

Assemble the Quilt Center
1. Trim the Orchid Fancy panel (White panel/Black panel), leaving at least ¼” seam allowance
outside the panel images. Note: Because the panel measurement varies during the
manufacturing process, the next step in the instructions will add a larger border that will be
trimmed to the necessary finished size.
2. Sew a 4 ½” x 24 ½” Purple Dappled Basic (Lt Aqua Tonal/Lt Eggplant Tonal) strip to the left and
right sides of the panel and press open. Trim the excess fabric from the strip where it extends
past the top and bottom of the panel. Press the seams away from the panel. Sew a 3 ½” x 30”
Purple Dappled Basic (Lt Aqua Tonal/Lt Eggplant Tonal) strip to the top and bottom of the panel
and press open. Trim the excess fabric from the strip where it extends past the left and right
edges of the panel. Press the seams away from the panel.
3. Trim the panel section and borders to measure 26 ½” square, including the seam allowances.
4. Sew a 3 ½” x 26 ½” Orchid Pretty Bouquet (Lt Aqua Pretty Bouquet/Lt Fuchsia Packed Floral)
strip to the left and right sides of the Purple Dappled Basic (Lt Aqua Tonal/Lt Eggplant Tonal)
border and press open. Sew a 3 ½” Purple Dappled Basic (Lt Aqua Tonal/Lt Eggplant Tonal)
square to both ends of the two remaining Orchid Pretty Bouquet (Lt Aqua Pretty Bouquet/
Lt Fuchsia Packed Floral) borders and sew to the top and bottom of the quilt center and press
open.
Assemble the Log Cabin Blocks
1. Sew a 1 ¾” x 3 ½” Lt Mint Tonal (Lt Mint Tonal/Black Dappled Basic) rectangle to the top of a
3 ½” Lt Fuchsia Packed Floral (Yellow Packed Floral/Fuchsia Packed Floral) square and a 1 ¾”
x 4 ¾” Lt Mint Tonal (Lt Mint Tonal/Black Dappled Basic) rectangle to the right side of the unit
Cut the Fabrics
(Fig. 1). Press all seam allowances toward outer edge of block.
2.
Sew a 1 ¾” x 4 ¾” Lt Eggplant Tonal (Lt Fuchsia Packed Floral/Yellow Packed Floral) rectangle to
WOF = Width of Fabric
the bottom of the unit and a 1 ¾” x 6” Lt Eggplant Tonal (Lt Fuchsia Packed Floral/Yellow Packed
LOF = Length of Fabric
Floral) rectangle to the left side of the unit (Fig. 2) and press open.
Trim the Orchid Fancy panel (White panel/
3. Sew a 1 ¾” x 6” White Pretty Bouquet (White Pretty Bouquet/Black Pretty Bouquet) rectangle to
Black panel) to:
the top of the unit and a 1 ¾” x 7 ¼” White Pretty Bouquet (White Pretty Bouquet/Black Pretty
• Approx. 21 ½” x 23 ½”
Bouquet) rectangle to the right side of the unit (Fig. 3) and press open.
A) From the White Pretty Bouquet (White
Pretty Bouquet/Black Pretty Bouquet) cut: 4. Sew a 1 ¾” x 7 ¼”” Fuchsia Packed Floral (Fuchsia Packed Floral/Lt Mint Tonal) rectangle to the
• 20 - 1 ¾” x 6” rectangles
bottom of the unit and a 1 ¾” x 8 ½” Fuchsia Packed Floral (Fuchsia Packed Floral/Lt Mint Tonal)
• 20 - 1 ¾” x 7 ¼” rectangles
rectangle to the left side of the unit (Fig. 4) and press open. The block should measure 8 ½”.
B) From the Lt Fuchsia Packed Floral (Yellow 5. Repeat to make a total of 20 Log Cabin blocks.
Packed Floral/Fuchsia Packed Floral) cut:
• 20 - 3 ½” squares, fussy cut
C) From the Purple Dappled Basic (Lt Aqua
Tonal/Lt Eggplant Tonal) cut:
• 2 - 4 ½” x 24 ½” strips
• 2 - 3 ½” x 30” strips
• 6 - 3” x WOF strips or 4 - 3” x LOF strips for
unpieced border
• 4 - 3 ½” squares
D) From the Fuchsia Packed Floral (Fuchsia
Packed Floral/Lt Mint Tonal) cut:
• 20 - 1 ¾” x 7 ¼” rectangles
• 20 - 1 ¾” x 8 ½” rectangles
E) From the Lt Mint Tonal (Lt Mint Tonal/
Black Dappled Basic) cut:
• 20 - 1 ¾” x 3 ½” rectangles
• 20 - 1 ¾” x 4 ¾” rectangles
F) From the Lt Eggplant Tonal (Lt Fuchsia
Packed Floral/Yellow Packed Floral) cut:
• 20 - 1 ¾” x 4 ¾” rectangles
• 20 - 1 ¾” x 6” rectangles
G) From the Orchid Pretty Bouquet (Lt Aqua
Pretty Bouquet/Lt Fuchsia Packed Floral cut:
• 4 - 3 1/2” x 26 1/2” strips
• 6 - 2” WOF binding strips
• Reserve the rest to piece the backing
While every attempt has been made to
give accurate measurements, yardage
requirements, and construction directions,
this does not allow for personal variations
in measuring, cutting and/or sewing.
Clothworks is not responsible for printing
errors.
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Assemble the Quilt
1. Lay out the log cabin blocks around the quilt center as shown in the cover picture.
2. Sew the four blocks across the quilt center together into a row. Sew the four blocks below the
quilt center into another row. If the log cabin blocks were smaller than 8 ½”, measure the rows
constructed and trim the quilt center evenly to the length of the rows. The final dimensions of
the quilt will be slightly smaller.
3. Sew the rows to the top and the bottom of the quilt center. Then sew the six log cabin blocks
along the left side of the quilt center together into a row. Repeat with the six blocks along the
right side. Sew these rows to the appropriate edges. Press. Measure the quilt center from the
top to the bottom. Piece (if using WOF strips) and trim two 3” Purple Dappled Basic (Lt Aqua
Tonal/Lt Eggplant Tonal) borders to that length and sew to the left and right sides of the quilt
center and press open the borders.
4. Measure the quilt center across the width including the Purple Dappled Basic (Lt Aqua Tonal/
Lt Eggplant Tonal) borders just added. Piece (if using WOF strips) and trim two borders from the
remaining 3” Purple Dappled Basic (Lt Aqua Tonal/Lt Eggplant Tonal) strips and sew to the top
and bottom of the quilt and press open the borders.
5. Layer the quilt top, batting and backing and baste. Quilt as desired. Trim the excess backing and
batting from around the borders and square the corners. Add the binding to the quilt.

